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ABSTRACT
Using Môssbauer spectroscopy, we follow the thermal dependence of the fluctuation

rate of the Cu(2) internal (molecular) field acting on a l70Yb3+ probe diluted at the Y3+

sites. We use the fluctuations of this field to track the collective fluctuations of the nearest

neighbour correlated Cu(2) moments. Results are presented for oxygen levels x = C.O and
6.35 and for T < 80A'.
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The interplay between Cu based antiferromagnetism and superconductivity and the
evolution of these properties as the carrier concentration is changed, represents one of the

most intriguing aspects of the layered cviprat.es.

In the YBajCusOx series the antiferromagnetir state which is present towards the
,r = 6 end of the composition range is characterized by strong antiferromagnetic interac-

tions with strong two dimensional features and critical behaviour over an extended tem-
perature range /I — 5/. As the oxygen routent increases from .r = C towards the threshold

value for bulk superconductivity, the oxygen occupancy becomes disordered and holes are

also introduced into the CuO planes. These modifications produce marked changes both
in the correlation length of the Cu(2) spins and in the characteristics of their dynamical

fluctuations. To date most of the experimental studies that have probed dynamical fluc-

tuations have been carried out using neutron scattering which show that relatively high
energy spin excitations persist well into the superconducting phase /3,4/ and that these

excitations may show a gap below Te /5/. Muon spectroscopy has also been used to study

magnetic correlations on a local seule /C, 7/.

Here we use Mossbauer spectroscopy, which directly provides the fluctuation frequen-

cies of the correlated Cu(2) spins over a range extending from about 5 x 108s*"' to lO'^s"1

/S/. In addition, with this microscopic technique, we can pick up local inhomogeneities.

We follow the Cu(2) spin fluctuations by studying the properties of the internal field

which is produced on a probe situated at a well defined lattice site. The probe is a

paramagnetic rare earth ion at the yttrium site whose presence has no influence on miy
superconducting properties /9/.

The field is measured by exploiting the field dependence of the electro-nuclear levels of

the rare earth. Dilute rare earth concentrations are used to avoid the internal fields arising

from within the concentrated rare earth lattice. The internal field acting on the probe is a

molecular field which arises as the net result of the exchange interactions between the rare

earth and its eight nearest Cu(2) neighbours. We mention that, according to the widely
accepted picture of a centrosymmetric rare earth ion surrounded by an antifcrromagiietic

arrangement of ordered Cu(2) moments /1,2/, there should be no net field at the rare

earth site. However, a field is clearly present on Yb3+ (and on Er3+) /8/. The basis tenet

of the present approach is that by studying the dynamical properties of the molecular field

we obtain information concerning the dynamical properties of the short range correlated

Cu(2) spins.

Measurements were made using Mossbauer spectroscopy and those reported here con-

cern substitutions of l70Yb at concentration levels of Yb/Y = 3%. Information was ob-

tained by inteq>reting the Mossbauer absorption lineshapes in terms of a two component



Humiltouimi:

H = I-A.S'-itnHW •<!.§', (1)

where .-1 and g are the Yb'l+ magnetic hyperfine and (/-tensors respeclively and H ( t )

the (fluctuating) Held acting on the Yb3+ electronic spin. For the temperature range

studied here (T < SOA"), only the Ybs+ crystal field ground state doublet (S1 = 1/2) is

populated and the Yb3+ ion paramagnetic relaxation rate remains too slow to influence
the lineshapes. The components of .4 are found from measurements made on Yb3+ diluted

in superconducting YBacCusOx (x ~ 7, Tc n 907v) where no internal field is present.

These show that the ground doublet is only weakly perturbed away from a cubic Fy state

and that the hyperfine components arc .4e = 795(10) MHz and Aa,k = 935(10) MH/,. As

J is a good quantum number then g is proportional to A so leaving only the stee and

the fluctuation rate of the internal field H ( t ) as unknowns in the Hamiltonian (1). The
frequency window of the fluctuation frequency of the internal field depends on the sixes of

A and #, In the present, case with (.4C 4- 2Aft<i,)/3 ~ 900 MHz and If ~ 1700 G it extends
from about 5 x 108 to 10l2s~'. The fluctuation rates of the field have been obtained by
fitting the experimental lineshapes with models where the field is taken to fluctuate either

over four orthogonal directions in a plane or over the six orthogonal directions. Both

treatments lead to the same lineshapes and to the same numerical fluctuation rates.

For a sample with x close to the x = 6.0 limit where the estimated magnetic order-

ing temperature (Tx) is near 400A' /2/, we find that in the explored temperature range
(T/Tfii < 0.2) the fluctuation rate remains at or below the lower edge of the frequency

window of 5 x 108s-1. For a sample with x = 6.35 the fluctuation rates show a strong ther-

mal dependence. At 1.4A" all the Yb probes experience fields fluctuating at or below

5x 108s-1 and at SOA' all the probes experience fields fluctuating at or beyond 10'2s~'. At

intermediate temperatures the observed evolution of the Môssbauer lineshapes shows that

there is no progressive change in a uniform fluctuation rate and in fact at some tempera-

tures we can simultaneously pick up quite different local fluctuation rates. The existence of
these quite different local properties is linked to the inhomogeneities (in particular to the

different local oxygen levels and to the defects) which are intrinsic to the layered cuprates

and they can be well addressed with the present microscopic technique.

We mention that a field is present on all the probes at each temperature and that it is

only the fluctuation frequency of the field which changes. A representation of the thermal

evolution of the real inhomogcncous system is shown on Fig.l. Here it is convenient

to express the percentage of the probes which experience fields fluctuating in the three

different frequency ranges that have been identified by the Môssbauer lincshape analysis.



Those ranges are: at or bolow 5 x 108s~', around 5 x 10"^"' and at or beyond
For example, on Fig.l, the throe data points at, 30A" indicate respectively that there are
no longer any probes experiencing fields fluctuating at frequencies at or below 5 x 10Hs~'
(hatched circle), that about 35% of the probes experience fields fluctuating around 5 x
10u)s~' (full circle) and that about 65% of the probes experience fields fluctuating at. or
beyond 10IJs~' (open circle).

The thermal variation, over the range 1.4 to 30A", of the fluctuation rate obtained
by averaging over the whole sample is shown in Fig.2. This presentation severely masks

the important distribution in the local rates as described on Fig.l. However, it is a useful
way of sketching an overall picture of the system as it evidences both the observed scale of
the change in the average fluctuation rate of the correlated Cu(2) moments ami also the

rate of change of these fluctuations. We recall that the sample has an oxygen content just

slightly lower than that needed to obtain bulk superconductivity.
One of the interesting aspects of the present method is that, as the thermal evolution

of the fluctuation frequencies of the correlated Cu(2) spins has been obtained, it is now
possible to link the effective freezing temperature of the spins to the characteristic time
scale of «my of the other measurement techniques that may be used to probe the magnetic

correlations. For example on Fig.l we see that at near ISA', about 50% of the probes
experience fields which fluctuate faster than about 5 x 108s~1. As this is roughly the
characteristic time scale for muon spin relaxation measurements, a union measurement on

the present sample would show that at near 15A' about half of the probes still experience
a "static" field. This would then provide one estimation of the freezing temperature for
this technique. For neutron scattering measurements with their shorter characteristic time

scale, the freezing temperature would be estimated to be roughly two to four times higher.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l : From measurements on a 17(>Yb3+ Mossbauer probe substituted in YDa^Cii;i()o.;)5:

thermal variation of the percentage of the probes experiencing molecular fields fluc-

tuating respectively in the ranges: at or below 5 x 108s~1 (hatched circles), around
5 x lO10»"1 (full circles), at or beyond 1012s~' (open circles). The fluctuations in the

molecular field track the fluctuations of the short range correlated Cu(2) moments.

Fig.2 : Thermal evolution of the sample averaged fluctuation rate of the molecular field acting

on a 170Yb3+ Môssbauer probe in YBa^CusOe.ss. The fluctuations in the molecular

field track the fluctuations of the short range correlated Cu(2) moments. This pre-
sentation masks the considerable inhomogeneities that are present in the local rates

(see Fig.l). The hatched areas delimit the accessible frequency range.
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